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In a (7-6) vote at POGO Committee on 8/18, the Minneapolis City Council approved a modified
“Staff Directive” that suspends all aspects of the City of Minneapolis’ proposed Hiawatha Campus
Expansion project at 1860 28th Street East and 2717 Longfellow Avenue South —two adjoining
parcels also known as the “Roof Depot.” Council members Cano, Jenkins, Gordon, and Johnson
moved to drop the City’s Hiawatha Expansion and give the East Phillips Neighborhood Institute
(EPNI) exclusive development rights to that 7.5-acre sitel. The motion also required EPNI to repay
the $12.3 million that the City had paid for the site. That partially passed 7-6, with Council members
Reich, Fletcher, Cunningham, Osman, Goodman, and Bender voting no. However, it would still
allow the City to construct expanded facilities on its existing adjacent site at 1901 E. 26 th St., which
is right across the street from Little Earth of United Tribes Housing.

Significantly, Council member Ellison abstained on the part of the motion which gave EPNI
exclusive development rights. That meant the vote was 6-6, so that part of the motion failed. If EPNI
doesn’t have exclusive development rights, it will be very difficult for the organization to fundraise
the needed $12.3 million to reimburse the City for the land. That’s a blow to the urban farm project
moving ahead. Based on that council decision, East Phillips is presented with another opportunity to
lobby Council members in order to bring its own alternative community-based vision for that project
to fruition -- September 9 in the Council’s Policy and Government Oversight Committee (POGO).
Per a City insider, Mayor Jacob Frey plans to veto the Staff Directive that would suspend the
Hiawatha Expansion.

In a separate vote with little discussion, the Council also approved its own Environmental
Assessment Worksheet (EAW). This flawed assessment received more than 1000 objecting citizen
comments, the most in City history. The citizens and allied environmental organizations like MN
Center for Environmental Advocacy (MCEA) demanded a more comprehensive Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIS) be done. The City’s EAW had been announced “voluntarily” the same
afternoon EPNI and a Little Earth parent filed a lawsuit suing the City for environmental injustice for
their proposed Roof Depot plan. “Environmental Justice” is never even addressed in the City’s EAW.
Acceptance of this EAW will be up for another City Council vote tomorrow, Friday, August 20 at
their full Council Meeting at 10 AM, signaling a continued lawsuit unless it is defeated.
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The neighborhood celebrates that the City’s proposed Hiawatha Expansion Project has been at
least temporarily halted at the Roof Depot site. Note that this site is located in the SouthSide
Green Zone (SSGZ), only two miles from the corner where George Floyd was killed. If allowed to
proceed, it would violate the city’s own Climate Emergency Declaration principles. East Phillips
residents assert it’s irresponsible and environmental racism to only consider locating toxic polluters
in our most low income, majority Native American, and community of color neighborhoods,
especially when that community already suffers from toxic environmental health overburdens--as is
well documented in East Phillips residents. Per Cano’s testimony, the Hiawatha Expansion
proposal represented “white supremacy urban planning by the city of Minneapolis.” She
continued, “This is what institutional racism looks like and what it costs to fix it.”

Neighborhood organizers have worked incredibly hard during the last six years to put together a plan
to redevelop the site for an indoor urban farm, affordable housing, cultural markets, and incubators
for small businesses near accessible public transit. During this time EPNI has secured the active
support of State Representatives Hodan Hassan (62A) and Aisha Gomez (62B), Senators Omar Fateh
(62) and Patricia Torres-Ray (63), and Hennepin County Commissioner Angela Conley (4). They
also have strong commitments of support from numerous MN State House & Senate legislators and
County Commissioner Conley to boldly advocate funding environmentally safe, community-based,
community-led economic redevelopment at this site. Both bonding and direct appropriations targeted
to BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) communities from the State Legislature are already
being drafted for the coming cycles.

East Phillips and allies are not done fighting and they will continue this environmental justice
struggle into the September 9th meeting for the finalization of a more supportive Staff Directive. East
Phillips deserves a healthier future for the community.

We invite you to call and thank city council members Cano, Gordon, Jenkins, Johnson, Schroeder,
Palmisano, and Ellison (partial vote) who supported our years of work.

For additional questions about EPNI, contact Dean Dovolis at 612-817-0313 and
deandovolis@gmail.com, Cassandra Holmes at 612-296-9499 and cassandra_tridani29@yahoo.com,
or Steve Sandberg at 612-237-7156 and steve@stevesandberg.com.

For more information about the City’s flawed environmental study (EAW):
https://www.mncenter.org/ensuring-community-voices-are-heard-east-phillips

To donate to EPNI and help fund our legal battle against the City of Minneapolis, visit:
https://gofund.me/4402214e

Staff Directive (7-6) Vote Tally
Name Vote

Reich No
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Gordon Yes

Fletcher No

Cunningham No

Ellison
Yes - Abstain
on 10.3

Osman No

Goodman No

Jenkins Yes

Cano Yes

Bender No

Schroeder Yes

Johnson Yes

Palmisano Yes
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